H ow to use this map
read the
headlines

places

ecologies

Surrounding each of
dozens of smaller stories

sasha

that add up to the big
of these point directly to
changes in the disability
landscape; others tell us
more about the larger
context that will shape disability and difference.

disability pride
vs.
“disappearance”
of disabilities

Ex p lo r e :
dilemmas
DISC OV ER:

children’s
health crisis

2

More chronic
diseases in children
point to the potential
for lifelong illness
and disability

people

1

| Family of Difference provides mutual support for X-Chick,
an aging father, children with chronic illness, and migrant family
members—while redefining what a family can be

One-quarter
of population is
40–60… and they’re
experimenting with
the body/mind

| X-Chick leverages her X-People friends, a host of bio-extensions,
and social-networking tools to build a high-performance lifestyle
2

3

|

4

|

Open-Source Counselor leverages a global service center

job and open-source solutions to tap global resources for others
with disabilities

•
•
•
•

Body Builder makes neuro-active body parts in a research lab

The superfit
The replaceable-parts people
“80 is the new 50”
The working old

in Monterrey, Mexico, servicing both the booming medical tourism
trade and the local barrio populations

7

|

Six Degrees is an alternative network that brings together doc-

tors, artists, and technologists to help those with severe disabilities
lead more independent—and expressive—lives

obesity
Overweight shifts
from social stigma
to medical epidemic
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ad hoc family
structures

growth of
pharmaceuticals

Source: IFTF

Consumers embrace new
pharmaceuticals—pharma
spending more than
doubles

expanding “normal”
vs.
people with the most
severe disabilities

off-label lifestyles
Non-medical uses of drugs
extend cognitive and
physical performance, start
new drug wars

biobricks

Source: Eduardo Kac,
GFP Bunny (2000-2004).
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Genes, proteins, and cells
are designed to build new
organisms—and new tissues

universal
design as a
focus for
technological
innovation

1

body hacking

deep cognition

Biotech, brain science,
IT, and robotics explore new transhuman
beings that celebrate
our cyborg nature

Neuroscience +
sensor technology =
new sense organs:

2

•
•
•
•

Long-distance hearing
Echo location
Magnetic touch
GULP

Medical technologies
target longer lifespans,
reposition physical
and mental augmentation as mainstream

neuromarketing
Marketers take advantage
of new ways to study the
brain—including real-time
imaging—to understand
responses to ads and
target different consumers

intellectual
enhancement
vs.
severe
mental limitations
1|6

brain–computer
interface
Direct brain control of
devices—or direct feeds
to the brain—may reroute
around some brain and
spinal cord damage

The boundary between
the virtual and physical
world, between real life
and gaming, blurs

presence management,
presence sensing
More ways to be present without
being face-to-face, more ways to
sense others’ presence

user-created
robotics
Robotic building
blocks are mixed
and remixed to
meet personal
needs

1|6
AC TION Z ONE

pervasive
gaming

1|3|4|5

User communities emerge
around small-scale manufacturing and remixing of pieces for
prosthetics and implants

Open-solutions platforms promise
new attention to problems
ignored by large developers

Many individuals making small contributions
provide alternatives to hierarchical
organization of work and large institutions
1

open-source
prosthetics

orphan diseases,
orphan technologies

peer-to-peer production
& distribution

interdependence
vs.
independence

Family structures
diversify to cope
with new disabilities,
new values, and new
environments

Histogram

Source: Institute for the Future

new disability
solutions
vs.
cost backlash

life extension
2

36

connected groups
=
new kinds of
segregation?

Intelligent prostheses will
function more like normal
limbs, improve gait, and
even feel via sensors

INFRASTRUCTURES
The growth of flexible systems
for supporting life on the planet
With lower coordination costs and
smaller, lighter, smarter components,
infrastructures will begin to lighten up at
all levels—from public services to institutions and households. Increasingly, the
materials and processes of lightweight
infrastructures will provide a platform for
open-source prosthetics, with user communities driving bottom–up innovation.

on-demand travel
From trains to planes, mass
transit gets personalized

Social identity
creation

Source: Lego
Grabber arm,
www.mastincrombie.com.

smart
Networking

Bandwidth
Access
Computing
Storage

transportation:

Ad hoc mesh wireless networks,
peer-to-peer, voice over IP

power:
Home fuel cells, reverse-flowing
grids, efficient small-scale storage
technologies

water:
Small-scale desalinization,
personal water purification, home
wastewater treatment

• Build open networks for emergent knowledge

1|4

virtual worlds

virtual work

Online places support alternative social
and economic lives

Companies downsize facilities to save
real estate dollars,
provide alternative
workspace options

4

virtual corporations
Global networked organizations—with
no physical headquarters—begin to
compete with traditional corporations

Referral behavior
Online lifestyle

Online
contributions

Mobile
communications

Personal
expression

Locative activity
Computer
connectivity

1|3|5|6

3

personal security
management

multi-user, multimodal displays

Tools for sensing danger,
alerting responder networks, and
documenting offenders offer new
methods of securing personal safety

High bandwidth creates
immersive video experiences with many alternate
user-interface options

AC TION Z ONE

transitional
chaos as the
for
5 context
|7
reform

semantic
processing
Formal ontologies
compete with ad
hoc folksonomies
to interpret context
and support human
activities

2

mobile geoblogging

smart homes

Mobile devices + Google Maps +
blogs = self-expression linked
to places
1|3

youth media
literacy

3|5

democratization
of media
Low-cost, easy-to-use tools
+ Internet channels = more
diversity of messages

Taking media tools
to the street, youth
become more critical of mainstream
media

urban
agriculture

2

women migrants
More women than men
migrate—at risk and
alone—seeking empowerment, pay, and culture

More women provide
much of the food—as
much as 70% in Africa

3|4|7

AIDS and malnutrition
create a downward spiral
in food production, social
viability of communities

4

financial reform
• Microfinance
• Micro-insurance

water-based
cooperation

new kinds of
commons as
a forum for
innovative
solutions

Water supply issues
drive new forms of
cooperation, new alliances

Driven by aging
population, homes
get instrumented to
support remote care,
personal independence

3|4|5

• Valuing intangibles

AC TION Z ONE

institutional
shifts as an
opportunity to
“deconstruct”
service providers

5

illicit networks
Distributed crime and
black-market economies
gain smart-mob advantages

SENSEMAKING
New tools and practices for creating
meaningful lives
As technology follows a trajectory from computing
to communication to sensing, sensemaking will
become the next frontier, and
environments will become aware
and responsive to those who
occupy
moira them. Assistance will come
in the form of augmentation, not
automation, and in the form of
conversation, not monitoring.
6

conversation, not monitoring

augmentation, not automation

Remote care focuses on facilitating conversation rather than monitoring of daily barriers

New tech design ethos focuses on right mix for
helping people do things themselves

4

open economic
development
The Global South goes
open source as an
economic development
strategy

religious mobility
More people shift religious
identity in search of spiritual
experiences

bottom–up
education
Peer-to-peer
production plus
new media disrupt
traditional educational
models

privacy
vs.
safety and security

new religions
New religions,
combined, grow
faster than traditional
religions, focusing
on inner truth and
physical well-being

a spectrum of context awareness
sensemaking

TopDown
Formal
Closed
Simple
communicating

BottomUp
Informal
Open
Complex
sensing

ACTION Z ONE

sustainability
as a platform
for health care,
disabilities,
employment

AC TION Z ONE

corporate social
responsibility
as a focus for
employment
reform

UV-B radiation
sickness

Increases since pre-industrial era:
• Carbon dioxide: up one-third
• Methane: doubled
• Chlorofluorocarbons: new
4
• Nitrous oxide: up 16%

Deterioration of the ozone
layer increases immune disorders linked to UV-B radiation

G E O G R A P HY
The politics and economics of
global diversity and inclusiveness

5
Acidification undermines plankton, the
basis of the marine
food cycle

marketplaces of
contested meaning
Diversity of media messages and online
social support networks create a fractious
market for meaning, values, and products

affluenza

vulnerable cities
The most vulnerable cities worldwide
are attracting the most immigrants—
and hence vulnerable populations

Rising urban stars

6

social cities
Cities that place a
premium on connectedness, stability,
and participatory
democracy thrive
AC TION Z ONE

people with
disabilities as a
resource for
other local and
global reform
movements

6
Third World cities become
niche leaders in medical and
augmentation technologies

As government and aid
organizations fail, opensource and corporate
“relief kits” compete

Wealth and abundance drive new
patterns of disease and disability

sick oceans

Targeted as markets, connected with lightweight
infrastructures, and committed to maintaining
their distinctive identities, the peoples of the
Global South will stake claim to new global
identities. And as they enter the global economy
in their distinctive ways, they may find
unexpected new opportunities and communities
for Third World people with disabilities who face
the greatest challenges today.

medical tourism

branded
disaster relief

atmospheric toxins

2

T R A N S F O R M AT I O N A L

2

2|5

5

AC TION Z ONE

internet of people,
places & things

Cities—and the eco-regions they occupy—will
take the lead in solving big global problems of
sustainability in the face of pollution, climate
change, and population growth. In redefining
healthy living, they have the opportunity to
broaden the definition of sustainability to
address a wide range of human mental and
physical challenges.

bioregionalism
Ecological imperatives
drive reorganization
of commerce and
government around
watersheds

Global ad hoc citizen
networks outpace
traditional aid organizations in responding
to crises

The imperative to redesign our
communities to support healthy living

5

new variant
famine

women farmers

2

As cities grow,
urban agriculture
could double to
produce more than
30% of urban food

5

emergent
collective
disaster
response

SUSTAINA B LE
COMMUNITIES

personal health and
well-being plus
strong community support

Biofuels compete with
traditional uses of feedstock and arable land

Women play a larger
role than men in creating economic value in
new sectors worldwide

institutional support
vs.
individual
opportunity

Interconnected groups of smart things
provide new kinds of social and economic value to networked society

food vs. fuel

• Eco-services trading

1

On-demand mass transit,
free-flight air traffic control,
autonomous autos

telecommunications:

• Ride exponential growth of social networks

Existing government, business,
and community institutions
struggle to be responsive to a
rapidly changing environment

Group
participation

7

virtually free
•
•
•
•

1|3|6

Social
networking

3|4|7

• Create interfaces for personal experiences

5|7

As sensory data and extensions
proliferate, sensory management
becomes as demanding as
information management

digital
health mirror

feminization of
the economy

• Encourage user innovation

decline of legacy
institutions
Collective
behavior

Digital monitors +
online health info
create daily health
profiles

LIGHTWEIGHT

As coordination costs drop, groups will
emerge as a third economic layer between
institutions and individuals, defying the
conventional wisdom that only large hierarchical organizations can achieve economies
of scale. This group economy will celebrate
diversity and support difference in a way
traditional institutions cannot.

citizens of
sustainability

5

• Foster platforms for symbiotic services

• Serve the “long tail”

Economies of scale that favor
diversity and responsiveness

personal sensory
management

prosthetics alive

1

post-60 age cohorts

| Policy Paradigms shift through efforts of people like Sandra
to recast disabilities in the larger context of a species under pressure
|

Genetic filtering
and fixing of
abnormalities open
door to aesthetic
manipulation

2

5

6

designer kids

1|3|4|7

2

54

SEVEN
Open
Economy
Strategies

THE GROUP
ECONOMY

72

Evolutionary engineering at microbial
scale sets stage for
intentional evolution

Some implants and
prosthetics—especially
with direct brain
connections—become
trendy

Out on the Town is how Moira describes her life, now that

she’s part of the Rainbow Videographers Union of cell phone
filmmakers and friends

90

cool
prosthetics
2

1

108

synthetic
biology

Routine sequencing
of personal DNA
profiles links identity to thousands of
small differences

WAL K THE M AP WITH O UR UCP friends

boomers

126

Web 2.0 tools aid groups
in self-discovery, group memory, and collective learning

Ad hoc group models hint at distributed
governance, new
ways of providing for
the public good

Communities emerge
around therapeutic
regimens, with new rights
and responsibilities

6

30-second
sequencing

action zones

Var: Xself
N = 1002
Mean = 11.765
S.D. = 3.225

144

Using technology to extend their
bodies, their minds, and their social
reach, people will redefine the
spectrum of ability and disability.
As more of us rely on bodyextending devices—whether they
are iPods, ear implants, or
exoskeletons—prosthetics will be
seen as just another point on a
continuum of human being.

directional changes. Some

practices

162

Changing views of human
capacity

the headline stories are

markets

180

• Leverage ideas in a solutions commons

Source: Maquilladoras, TBF

tools

Frequencies

X-PEOPLE

Spot the signa l s

therapeutic
citizenship

2

group scaffolding

group
governance

Source: BLEEX, Berkeley/AP

This map includes six
headline stories—
the big news for the
coming decade.
These stories
provide focal points
for the way people
will think about
disabilities. They give
the future its broad
outlines and suggest
how future social
and technological
innovations could
better support those
with disabilities. They
set the context for
strategy and policy.

5|7

A Nearly Normal Distribution
of X-People Attitudes

Source: http://flickr.com/photos/
mojodenbowsphotostudio

4

6

sustainable slums
Lightweight infrastructure +
cooperative strategies = selforganizing, self-sustaining,
low-income communities

5

global
service jobs

global immuno
politics

Call centers create
opportunities
for people with
disabilities in
emerging economies

Controversy grows over
public health response to
non-infectious
disease and immunocompromised populations

5

nations in decline
Failing infrastructures and unresponsive institutions undermine
ability of some nations to survive
in the global economy

PEOPLE

PLAC ES
Virtual spaces create new venues
for work and play

Environmental degradation drives
new illnesses, new disabilities

Over the next decade, the oldest baby boomers

From pervasive games to immersive video

Concerns about environmental degradation are

will move into their 60s, the older population will

conference rooms, virtual spaces will emerge as

moving from local to global, as new levels of

fragment into more cohorts, and chronic illnesses

new focal points for both work and play. Virtual

atmospheric toxins and radiation are linked to

associated with aging will increase. At the same

reality games and environments like Second Life

declining health in many species. At the same

time, more young people will be afflicted with

will generate vital new economies, with a growing

time, degradation of the oceans is threatening

chronic illnesses, many environmentally induced.

number of participants actually making their real-

the marine food supply, with cascading effects

Obesity will pose a growing health challenge for

world livings in virtual life. At the same time,

for other food supplies. These global concerns

people of all ages. These trends will combine

companies worldwide are experimenting with

will demand new kinds of cooperative strategies

to create new categories of disability—and new

“going virtual”—abandoning high-overhead real

as illness and disability move increasingly from

strategies for coping with them. The result will be

estate in favor of lightweight infrastructures to

an individual issue to a collective concern.

a fragmentation of strategies, funding, and identi-

support a remote and distributed workforce.

ties of those with disabilities.

These shifts will open the world of work to more

Human lifespans lengthen as the
population focuses on longevity,
not aging

clude people who can’t access the technologies.

Water brings regions together in
search for sustainability
Many argue that water is becoming the “new

lengthen lifespans, perhaps more rapidly than
expected. This extension won’t change popula-

The growing adoption of mobile phones—with

that more often than not has been the source of

tion curves over the next decade, but will create

video, Internet, and locative capabilities—will com-

cooperation. At a minimum, expect bioregions

an awareness of increased longevity that will

bine with blogging to embed physical places with

based on watersheds to emerge as important

have sociological and psychological impacts.

virtual information, digital graffiti, and opportunities

new administrative “districts” worldwide.

Already, some demographers are measuring

to connect in real space. This place-based mobile

“prospective” age: the time an individual has left

blogging will support a grassroots movement to

to live. Combining prospective and chronological

document the desirability and dangers of physical

Affluence drives lifestyle drugs at
expense of orphan drugs

age, they arrive at a so-called “real age”—and

spaces, and can even denote “disability-friendly”

An expansion at the high end of the income

the surprising conclusion that the population is

routes. Phones will become real-time, real-place

spectrum and the growth of the middle class

growing younger, not older.

guides to safe, accessible experiences for people

in populous nations like China and India is

with disabilities.

fueling lifestyles of affluence and accompanying

Human capacity grows—and with
it, a global health economy

tion, agriculture, and manufacturing will create
growing contests for secure water. Yet studies of
water-based conflict suggest that it is a resource

diseases. As pharmaceutical companies provide

As humans experiment with everything from

Urban slums grow—and become
more sustainable

lifestyle drugs to electronic implants, we will

As global population shifts from predominantly

Solutions will come from open-source pharma

redefine our capacity to create, ability to cope,

rural to predominantly urban in this decade,

and other bottom–up solutions.

and proclivity to connect. The options for

cities everywhere will grow. But the most

repairing and extending the human body will

dramatic growth will be in large megacities of the

grow, and the definitions of health services will

developing world, where the rapid in-migration

The urban wilderness drives new
forms of species adaptation

broaden to include a growing array of consumer

of rural peoples will create vast slums. As these

New urban ecologies will increasingly resemble

products, from fashion offerings to environmen-

slums become permanent homes to more and

the most extreme natural ecologies—inhospi-

tally sound building materials. In short, a global

more people, they will also become the source

table places where only highly adaptable species

health economy will emerge.

of both lawlessness and abuse, on one hand,

survive. Humans will survive the urban wilderness

and unexpected innovations, on the other, as

by defining social and economic niches, using

slum dwellers create their own economies and

tools and technologies, and creating new innovative

increasingly define a distinctive leading edge of

identities. Key urban adaptations will include

human culture.

bottom–up organization and innovation; using

Women bear new burdens, reshape
the global economy
Taking on more of the economic burden worldwide, women have become majority members

lifestyle drugs, the debate over how best to
address the need for orphan drugs continues.

technology to tag risks and opportunities in

farmers to migrant workers and immigrant

Developing nations emerge as
niche leaders

entrepreneurs. They also remain the primary

Developing nations will begin to carve out

capabilities; and using digital, pharmacological,

caretakers for a global population carrying an

special places for themselves in the global

and biomechanical tools to extend, protect, augment,

increasing burden of disease and disability. The

economy, blending traditional economic

or connect the body to the rest of the world.

struggles they face and the solutions they find

strengths, from tourism to automobile

will ultimately change the way that economic

manufacturing, with high-tech, intellectual

value is created in the global economy.

innovation—often drawing on open systems to

in a number of key economic groups—from

X-chick. Extended, exceptional, extraconnected. Check her MySpace page. No mention of
Asperger’s, hemiplegia, seizures. But pictures
of herself. Neo-matrix garb with special
fabrics to smooth the motion of her limbs.
Links to the Species-X site: open-source
prosthetics, augmentation for humans
who want to be better than human.
Podcasts of her own special studies—
mapping the brains of animals to understand cross-species empathy. Unique
inner vision, distinctively expressed.
That’s what X-chick means to her.

oil,” that scarcity of water for personal consump-

Mobile geoblogging makes
more places more accessible to
more people

New interventions in the aging process will

Sasha

the landscape; mixing and matching across
intersecting markets, geographies, cultures, and

Gaurav

He works in Bangalore, wears a Skype
headset, takes orders for auto parts from all over North
America. That’s his night job. By day, he uses the same
tools to help others like himself, with limited mobility,
dexterity, and resources. He taps into craigslist, looking
for wheel chairs, hands-free phones, a
pair of glasses. When he’s not
looking for equipment, he’s looking
for jobs for his buddies. Like India
itself, Gaurav is working his way
out of a disadvantaged life—and
helping others along the way.

Sandra

Career policymaker in disabilities. She
sees the bigger picture. Global shifts that could take
everyone into a harsher realm. Trends that
threaten to turn the human species into
a sick herd, that could rapidly increase
the pool of people with disabilities.
She looks beyond the individual
solution for the community solution,
the environmental intervention. If the
problem is ecological, then
ecological solutions are the
species’ best hope. That’s what
Sandra will tell you.

provide a local advantage. For example, local
medical specialization and medical tourism will
create meccas for people with special needs.

124 University Ave., 2nd Floor
Palo Alto, CA 94301 650.854.6322 www.iftf.org

His one good hand says it all. With cognitive
impairment and unable to talk, Sam is part of Six
Degrees, a network of people like him who are using
art to find better health, greater independence,
deeper connections. Founded by MeetUp moms of
kids with cerebral palsy, Six Degrees brings
artists with severe disabilities into galleries everywhere, helps them sell their work, earn a living.
Artists split the take, so half goes back into the
network. The perfect blend of independence
and interdependence.

Michaella

She knows her family is
different. Multiple generations, extended relations.
Pop is in his 80s. Sasha still needs a family.
Husband’s cousins from Russia migrate in
and out. And then there are the foster kids
with disabilities like Sasha’s, problems Michaella understands. For her, it’s all about
food and environment. Witness all the
improvisations in urban living: a mix
of high-tech and backyard agriculture,
sustainability values and community
connectivity. It’s hard work, but a family
of difference is making a difference.

M AR K ETS

the future

is a life seen through the lens of possibility
And the possibilities are rapidly shifting for those who struggle with disability, disease, and difference. Strong
currents of change—both promising and threatening—are changing the global landscape in a way that will reshape
the very idea of disability.
People around the world are reaching to extend their capacity—not just economically, but physically, mentally, and
socially as well. New technologies will redefine what human bodies and minds can do, and people will play with these
new abilities, turning themselves into laboratories for innovation and creativity. In this context, perhaps everyone is
somehow disabled until augmented, and augmentation is a palette of personal expression.
At the same time, the environment will press everyone in new and sometimes unexpected ways. Fuel, food, air, and water
will all become threatened, contested, tough on living things. Weather and fire will take more lives—and livelihoods—as
people crowd into the most vulnerable cities and regions. And as cities grow into megacities worldwide, more and more people
will find themselves coping with an urban wilderness where low-income, urban lifestyles become the cultural mainstream.
But even poverty and disaster are less disabling in this new landscape as communities find new ways to work together,
using bottom–up strategies and distributed networks to secure lives that are both self-sustaining and rich in meaning.
This is the landscape of possibility that will fundamentally change the lives of everyone who confronts physical, mental,
and social limitations. It is the landscape across which Big Sky will unfurl.

Moira

Used to be she didn’t get around too much.
Then she got her videophone and a friend named Ruth
with a mission in life: to hook people up with this simple
tool, to share the world as they see it. Ruth turned them
into the Rainbow Videographers Union. Showed them
how to tell their stories over video, how to
be friends by phone. Now Moira has
daily excursions with her friends
via digital video. She’s even
been on the local YouTube
community programming
channel. A bit of a
celebrity, that Moira.

Eligio 33 years old, M.D., entrepreneur, evangelist
for neuroactive body arts in Monterrey. He’s building
brain-interactive prosthetics in his Center for Transhumanist Medicine. It’s a destination for people looking for both
remedial solutions and extreme augmentation. Profitable? Yes, but some of the
profits get recycled back to the local barrio,
engaging local workers in jobs that mix
high-tech and handcraft. Blurring the boundaries between sciences, between disabilities and
augmentations, between rich and poor—that’s Eligio.

This map was developed by the Institute for the Future for UCP and the BIG SKY project. Big Sky is a
national effort to create a new vision of the future for people with disabilities.The project is designed to raise
public awareness about the serious challenges that remain for people with disabilities in our society and
develop strategies, initiatives, programs, and public policy to address them.

BIG SKY

Big Sky Corporate/Foundation supporters to date include:
The Shapiro Family Foundation

WellPoint Foundation

Ripplewood Holdings

The Brotman Foundation

Anthem Blue Cross
Blue Shield Foundation

Alegent Health

SR-1040 | ©2007 Institute for the Future for United Cerebral Palsy. All rights reserved. All brands and
trademarks are the property of their owners. Reproduction is prohibited without written permission.

Aging and lifestyle drive new kinds
of disabilities

people with physical disabilities, but may also ex-

Sam

ECOLOGIES

PRAC TICES

TOOLS

Peer-to-peer practices redefine
products, services, markets

The body becomes a platform for
extreme experimentation

Biology takes the lead in
engineering the world

Perhaps the most profound economic shift over

Challenging basic concepts of what’s “natural

Biology is poised to replace chemistry as

the next decade will be the growing importance

and normal,” people will take new kinds of risks

the next platform for engineering innovation.

of peer-to-peer systems for production and dis-

with their bodies. They’ll explore off-label uses of

Engineers will be tinkering with the basic build-

tribution of goods and services. This bottom–up

drugs to expand their mental abilities. Like software

ing blocks of life at all levels, from sub-cellular

economy will make markets more responsive to

users who “hack” their programs to repurpose

processes like protein formation to the creation

the “long tail”—the people at the margins of mass

and improve them, people will increasingly see

of “biobricks” that will be the foundation for

markets—as it provides an entire infrastructure

their bodies as bio-platforms to be tampered

new, previously unimagined organisms. Within

for creating and distributing highly customized

with at multiple levels to create new experiences

a decade, individuals may be able to map their

products and services. Watch for innovations

and capabilities—or to fix perceived problems.

individual genomes in less than a day, and

in disabilities services and products to come

This “body hacking” will create fierce debates as

increasingly, it will be possible to target health,

increasingly from those served, especially in the

people come to terms with shifting realities about

food products, and even cosmetics to specific

area of open-source prosthetics.

what’s possible and what’s desirable. Expect

individual biological profiles. The same tools and

these debates to color every aspect of treatment

widely distributed skillsets could also be used to

and care for people with disabilities.

wreak havoc in local ecosystems. The long-term

Shift from mass media to personal
media change the way people find
meaning

effects on species, and indeed on basic evolu-

As people become more engaged in a culture of

Democratization of media changes
the rules of engagement

bottom–up media, the messages they get and

As digital access, bandwidth, and storage

in the name of pressing health, environmental,

the meanings they take from those messages

become virtually free, media will become increas-

and economic objectives.

become more diverse, personal, and transient.

ingly democratized. Cheap, easy-to-use camera

This shift is already apparent in religious habits:

and video phones will not only make everyone a

Cognition gets re-engineered

overall, Americans are switching religions more

potential video artist, but will enlist the populace

Of all the domains of bio-engineering, perhaps

frequently and seeking those that emphasize

in sousveillance—or bottom–up surveillance.

the brain is the one with the greatest allure. Seen

personal spiritual growth over traditional religious

Engendering extremes of grassroots security

as the seat of our unique human consciousness,

doctrine. And an online “marketplace for meaning”

and mob-style behavioral control, these practices

the brain will almost certainly give up some of

is emerging, as technologies—from cell phones to

will make daily life more public, transparent, and

its secrets in the next decade. A combination

SMS and web sites—get repurposed to support

likely to provoke sensory overload. Concerns

of brain imaging techniques and massive data

religious practices and provide inspiration.

about information overload and management will

analysis capability will make it possible to probe

shift to personal sensory management, as people

its functions and structures in greater detail

make more deliberate choices about how to

than ever before. Pharmaceutical scientists will

respond to an ongoing barrage of sensory

Having spent the last century largely in the shadow

apply this knowledge to manage everything from

messages. For people with disabilities, choices

of manufacturing, agriculture will re-emerge as

weight gain to shyness. Neuroactive prosthetics

are likely to focus on when it’s best to use new

ground zero for global innovation—and global

will begin to respond directly to thoughts, feelings,

media for conversation vs. monitoring.

or other nervous-system activities. But quite

Agriculture becomes ground zero
for global innovation and turbulence

turbulence—as industrial practices adapt to

tionary processes, will remain hidden even as
scientists and society make present-day choices

aside from these bio-engineering feats, new

food, fuel, climate management, and global health.

Institutions face challenges from
self-organizing groups

In particular, efforts to adapt agricultural products

Social software that allows diverse groups to

for fuel—especially ethanol—will set the stage for

quickly self-discover, self-organize, and self-

conflicts between fuel stocks and feedstocks.

service will combine with peer-to-peer economic

Physical objects come to life

practices to define an alternative to traditional

Even without bioengineering, the world around

large-scale institutions. Whether government,

us will become increasingly intelligent, aware

corporations, or charitable organizations, they

A confluence of forces is leading to a reevalua-

of human activity as well as its own state, and

will face increasing competition from ad hoc,

tion of how financial capital is related to social,

responsive to the movement of people and

emergent collective action networks that can often

intellectual, and natural capitals. These forces

objects. The basis for this “liveliness” will be

respond more quickly and effectively to highly

include new ways of measuring and accounting

context-aware technologies that combine wireless

visible events, issues, and needs. Disaster

for so-called externalities as well as quantifying

communication, sensors, and the cutting edge of

response is an obvious example, but health and

social and natural capital. In leading-edge

semantic processing techniques, all connected

education will face disruption by bottom–up,

international markets, firms have begun to

by an “internet of people, places, and things.”

issue-oriented organization over the next decade.

include corporate social responsibility metrics

From smart homes that recognize activities of

Not all of this social innovation will be for the

into triple-bottom-line reporting, and investors

inhabitants and provide prompts that assist in

better—the same tools will also be used to create

have begun to pay attention to these measures.

those activities, to public spaces that reflect the

illicit networks, with new kinds of victims of crime

Finally, innovations in financial practices, such

desires and knowledge of those present from

and abuse worldwide.

moment to moment, context-aware technologies

ecological models for using the land to assure

Financial reform finds new value in
environmental health, social capacity

as micro-loans and micro-insurance are creating
new options for the most economically disadvantaged members of society.

social practices will extend our abilities as
individuals and groups to create collective
intelligence on a scale never seen before.

will extend the options for interacting with
our environment.

